We prove a couple of related theorems including Legendre's and Andrica's conjecture.
Introduction
The following introductory thoughts will rehearse our basic understanding of the primes, which is crucial to follow to the proof of Legendre's conjecture. It is impressing to see how technically fluent mathematicians transform statements back and forth until they arrive at something interesting, especially if they arrive at a statement they aimed to arrive, which they then call a 'proof'. This is all fine and to be appreciated, however, arriving at a desired expression is not the end of the job, because usually those transformations have no direction, while meaningful conclusions have a direction. Time has a direction, cause-effect has a direction and understanding has also a direction.
In math the direction is from axioms and definitions to some statements that follow from these axioms and definitions. So the more fluent a mathematician is in transforming back and forth, the greater the risk to forget about this crucial direction of reasoning. Everyone who has been doing math knows this and has forgotten direction temporarily. Let him who is without sin cast the first stone.
The primes are an area where risk of forgetting the direction of reasoning is extremely high. The primes deterministically follow their simple recursive definition, but in the hydra recursion they unfold a 'behavior' of high (exponential) complexity which necessarily overwhelms our brain capacity. Therefore (and for narcissistic reasons) we tend to interpret the local chaos that the primes exhibit as 'random' rather than admitting that we fail to properly predict the primes local fluctuations. We not only find primes useful in cogwheels and encryption, we also detect primes in nature -for example in cicadas -and finally we find primes as such. That is we perceive primes as a reality existing outside of us in the world, a reality that we need to explore with mathematical research. At that point we have forgotten about the basic direction from definition to consequent phenomena, from cause to effect.
As an example take the wonderful book of Marcus du Sautoy, who tells the fascinating history of the Riemann hypothesis. Typical for most introductions to the primes, we read that they be the 'atoms' of the numbers, which suggests, that first there are the primes and then there are the numbers. As if there were no numbers without primes. In fact all numbers exist before the primes: we can construct them without primes by addition of 1 (the true 'atom' of the numbers). Just our man-made recursive definition declares certain numbers to be prime, and close inspection of the definition reveals that it is a recursive diagnosis by exclusion: a prime is a number that cannot be factored into other primes smaller than it, where the first prime is 2. Now interestingly, in order to introduce the reader with the method of proof by contradiction, du Sautoy chooses a prime number example where he obviously forgot about the direction from definition to consequence 1 : he proves by contradiction that every number can be factored into primes, which is clearly tautological: this is how the primes were defined. So he proves from 1 "For instance, to prove that every number is a product of primes, start by [...] imagine that there are such rogue numbers -ones that are neither prime nor can be written as prime numbers multiplied together. If [...] We have now shown that N can be written as prime numbers multiplied together, which contradicts our original choice. [...] When I tried this argument out on friends, they felt as if they had been cheated somewhere along the way. There is something slightly slippery about our opening gambit: assume the things you don't want to exist do exist, and end up proving they don't. [...] it relies on the logical fact, that a statement has to be either true or false." [Du Sautoy, 2004] Well, either true or false or unprovable as Gödel has pointed out.
effect to cause -praising the rigorous method -and then he tells the reader, that whomever friend he tried to explain the logic of a proof by contradiction this way, those friends expressed some doubt about his proof. Du Sautoy overlooked the possibility that the friends seemingly resistant against indirect proof methodology were not having difficulties with the proof method as such but with the tautological nature of the example he had chosen.
Rigor in transformations is good and necessary, but not only the small steps need to be consistent, also the big picture requires consistency. The theme of this paper is constraints nested recursively within constraints, although we only scratch the surface of this theme. One constraint in the big picture is that mathematical reasoning should flow from axioms and definitions to other statements, not vice versa. The story of Bertram Russel and Alfred North Whitehead can be seen as a warning: their Principia Mathematica was one of the most rigorous projects ever undertaken in math: deriving all of math from logical axioms. Then came Gödel and proved that they failed, must fail, because a richer set of axioms can not be deduced from a poorer set of axioms. Russel and Whitehead lost direction and rigorously navigated the route the wrong way. It took quite a while until E. T. Jaynes rearranged this properly: boolean algebra is a special case of probability calculus. Logical reasoning is a special case of Bayesian reasoning. And Donald B. Rubin and later Judea Pearl reminded us that even Bayesian calculus still misses causal direction.
So if you want to follow us through the proof of Legendre's conjecture, we suggest you to set aside those less helpful ideas about primes that most introductions to the primes typically anchor unconsciously in our cognitive systems. Instead just take the correct perspective: that the primes are not random, that they are just hard to predict, that the degree to which they are hard to predict depends on the degree of prior knowledge that the predictor is willing or able to invest. It is not obvious that 11 is prime. But once you know that 2,3,5 and 7 are prime, it is unavoidable that 11 is prime due to the theoretical sieve called hydra recursion. Once you went four times through the hydra recursion, it spits out the 11 automatically. You may go infinitely through the hydra recursion, but you will never kill all twin prime candidates. Just by the contrary, the harder you try the more candidates you create. And numbers not killed by prior primes are primes themselves by definition.
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aligned at zero. Zwaves kill their first prime candidate at p. Let primes p be zwaves with period p > 1 that have survived killings of all smaller primes, which is explicitly recursive and is identical to the usual definition of the primes.
We will now explore the killing potential of a set of waves W that have the periods of a natural set of primes P (contains all primes smaller than and including max(P )). In other words: we investigate the killing potential of primes if we relax the usual assumption of being aligned at zero. This gives an adversary more degrees fo freedom for creating a maximum gap. If we find a useful upper bound on wave-gaps, this always implies a similar or smaller bound on prime-gaps.
Balanced strategy
In order to kill as many consecutive numbers as possible with a given set of waves one would hope for a balanced binary divide and conquer strategy. We have seen already in equation 7.3 that merging maximum gaps of equal size is not an option. But maybe if we merge gaps smaller than maximum? What we would like is something like: place a wave's offset in the middle of the maximum gap -call that point x -, then place the next wave such that it divides the two halves in the middle, etc. Unfortunately all waves have different periods, so this won't work for such equally sized intervals. Even worse, because the periods are odd, placing a wave in the middle of the left half will not result in the next period hitting the middle of the right half (because that has an even distance). If we want to exactly split both halves in the middle, we would need to use two waves, or more generally: one wave per split, where the number of splits goes up exponentially to base two. So probably we need to give-up the idea of a balanced strategy.
Symmetric strategy
If we want to leverage the same wave to symmetrically kill on both sides of x, we must give up the idea of bridging x with a single period. What we can do instead is bridging x with 2p. This would suggest to place all waves at x, such that they kill symmetrically x − p and x + p. But what about the 2? If we place the wave with period 2 at x − 1 as to also kill x + 1 then all other killings of this most deadly wave is x ± even positions, those that are killed by all the other periods. Using our most powerful period 2 to just kill x ± 1 is obviously a waste. Therefore we place wave 2 at x as well. But now all waves are aligned around x, like all primes are aligned around zero. We know that zero-alignment was optimal to maximize the bias constraint, maybe central alignment is also optimal for killing with waves? However, we are not completely done with our strategy: the two positions x ± 1 are 20 still alive and need to be killed using two waves; using those two with the greatest period maximizes the gap we called bias.
Optimal strategy
Let W be a set of waves w with periods P , where P is a natural set of primes (contains all primes smaller than and including max(P )). Let p = max(P ) and p and p be the next two primes and consequently w and w the next two waves. Consider the following algorithm (its optimality is proven thereafter):
Algorithm 8.1 (Create greatest gap with waves). Take all waves W and place their origins at the center x of the gap to be maximized. then place w at x − 1 and w at x + 1.
Lemma 8.2 (gap size of greatest gap algorithm). The gap size of algorithm 8.1 is g({W, w , w }) = 2p − 1 (8.1)
Proof. The primes P kill all numbers between 1 and p . Therefore the waves W kill all numbers between x + 1 and x + p and also those between x − 1 and x − p , so far we have two unconnected gaps of size p − 2. Wave 2 which is always included also kills x and the waves w and w kill numbers x + 1 and x − 1. Now the two bias-gaps are connected and we have 2(p − 2) + 3 = 2p − 1. Now we will prove the optimality of algorithm 8.1 using a proof by induction. We first verify that Lemma 8.3 (induction base). Algorithm 8.1 creates the greatest possible gap for P = {2, 3, 5}.
Proof. The full primorial interval [1, 30] contains all combinations of modulo reminders. The list of surviving numbers in the first two full primorial intervals is {1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 49, 53, 59} , the list of corresponding differences is {6, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 6, 2, 6, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4, 6} and the list of gaps is {5, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, 5, 1, 5, 3, 1, 3, 1, 3, 5}. Algorithm 8.1 suggest to kill the numbers {29, 31} which merges gaps {5, 1, 5} to a total gap size of 13 complying with equation 8.1. It is easily verified that no other sequence of three consecutive gaps merged together is longer. Now we verify the induction step:
Lemma 8.4 (induction step). If algorithm 8.1 creates the greatest possible gap for P , then it also creates the greatest possible gap for P = {P, p }.
Proof. We have one new wave w available. It's period p is at least p + 6 (there are no consecutive twin primes after {3, 5, 7}). Part I: It is optimal to use the new prime for merging the previously biggest gap g with neighbor gaps. Since g was maximal, there is no greater gap by merging only 3 consecutive other gaps. Assume for contradiction that we could violate Part I then it would be possible to merge at least 4 consecutive gaps using the single wave w with period p . Since p is odd and all boundaries between gaps are on odd numbers -i.e. have even distance -the actual killing period would need to be at least 2p . If we denote the 4 gaps to be merged by A,B,C,D with boundaries a,b,c, then distance d ≥ 2p ≥ 2p + 12 between boundaries would imply that at least B and C each had gap size 2p + 11. Even if we assume that A and C had only gap size 2, then merging 3 consecutive of those gaps would give a super gap of at least 2(2p + 11) + 2 + 1 + 1 = 4p + 26, but this is a contradiction with our initial assumption that g is optimal with 2p − 1. Part I must be true. Part II: We can always merge the symmetric gaps around g and this is optimal. We can easily use w instead of w to kill number x−1, which allows to place wave w at x and kill both boundaries of g, namely x±p . This gives a new gap size of g = 2p −1 = 2p −1+2·(p −p ) ≥ 2p +3. In order to win over this symmetric strategy, any asymmetric strategy would need to merge g with at least two gaps on the same side of x, the first would kill x + p and merge p − p and the second would kill x + p and merge p − p . It's obvious that any of {w', w", w" '} serves for killing x + p . The challenge is killing x + p with one of the 3 waves which all have been placed already. First we show that this is impossible using the wave placed at x + 1. Since all 3 waves have odd periods, and the distance between p and p is even, the first number that our wave could kill is x + 1 + 2p , but that's not x + p , because Bertrand's postulate tells us that there is yet another prime between x + p and x + 2p . For the same reason the wave placed at x + p cannot kill x + p . What about the wave placed at x − 1? If we place w at x − 1, then the first candidate to be killed would be x + 2p − 1. Blessedly there is a version of Bertrand's postulate that guarantees a prime between n and 2n − 2 for any n > 3. Since our base case started with p = 5 our first p is 7, so for all our p this version of Bertrand's postulate applies: there must be a surviving boundary between x + p and any killed number x + 2p − 1 cannot be p . Now all possibilities are exhausted to kill x+p and x+p and to merge two gaps on the same side of x. Therefore any asymmetric strategy can only merge one gap achieving g + (p − p ) whereas the symmetric strategy can merge two such gaps and achieves optimally g = g + 2 · (p − p ). From Part I and Part II it follows that the optimal strategy requires to place w at x and to use the two waves w , w for killing x ± 1. But that is exactly what algorithm 8.1 prescribes for the next hydra recursion, therefore the algorithm continues to remain optimal.
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We now obtain two nice theorems:
Theorem 8.5 (greatest possible gap with waves). The greatest gap that can be created with waves {W, w , w } having periods {P, p , p } is obtained by algorithm 8.1 with size ∀p ≥ 7, g({W, w , w }) = 2p − 1 (8.2)
Proof. The theorem stating the size of lemma 8.2 is true for the base case (lemma 8.3) and for all following hydra recursions (lemma 8.4).
Theorem 8.6 (largest possible gap with primes). The greatest gap in the primorial of {P, p , p } that can occur is never greater than ∀p ≥ 7, g({P, p , p }) ≤ 2p − 1 (8.3)
Proof. Theorem 8.5 was given more degrees of freedom (to choose the offsets) than theorem 8.6. If we take away those degrees of freedom by requiring alignment at zero, the resulting gap size cannot be greater than that of theorem 8.5 without this alignment constraint.
Theorem 8.6 implies some nice equations. First let's rewrite theorem 8.6 more conveniently as ∀ p ≥ 7, g(P ) ≤ 2 p − 1 (8.4) then knowing that p ≤ p − 2 we get the useful bound ∀p ≥ 11, g(P ) ≤ 2p − 5 (8.5)
i.e. with a natural set of primes P (where max(P ) ≥ 11) we can kill never more than 2 · max(P ) − 5 consecutive numbers. If we don't know whether a number is a prime or what the greatest prime p ≤ n is, instead of searching the next smaller prime we can conservatively take ∀n ≥ 11, g(P ) ≤ 2n − 5 (8.6) 9 Proving from Legendre to Andrica
With theorem 8.6 and equation 8.5 we can prove Legendre's conjecture Theorem 9.1 (Legendre's conjecture proved).
∀n > 0, ∃p : n 2 <p < (n + 1)
Proof. Let p be the largest prime p ≤ n and P the natural set of primes having p = max(P ). Part I: no prime larger than p can kill candidates in ]n 2 , (n + 1) 2 [ because the first prime p after p is at least n + 1. Part II: for all n ≥ 11 equation 8.6 tells us that never more than 2n − 5 consecutive candidates are killed out of 2n in ]n 2 , (n+1) 2 [ therefore at least one candidate on a gap boundary survives protected as prime; the remaining cases 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 are easily verified manually, see the attached R-code.
Obviously this proof implies the proof of the prime regulation conjecture 4.4 as well. But theorem 8.6 gives us much more. It says that in any interval greater than 2n − 5 located below (n + 1) 2 there exists at least one prime. So we have Theorem 9.2 (Full interval range).
∀n ≥ 11, ∀1 ≤ x ≤ n 2 + 5, ∃p : x ≤p ≤ x + (2n − 5) (9.2)
Proof. Follows for n ≥ 11 directly from theorem 8.6 and equation 8.6 and the property that max(P ) kills the first time at max(P ) 2 .
Theorem 9.2 obviously implies a theorem slightly stricter than Legendre's: Theorem 9.3 (Next prime right of n 2 ). ∀n ≥ 11, ∃p : n 2 <p ≤ n 2 + (2n − 5) (9.3) and also its mirrored version to the left: Theorem 9.4 (Next prime left of n 2 ).
∀n ≥ 11, ∃p : n 2 − (2n − 5) ≤p < n 2 (9.4) If we search for the greatest distance between n 2 and any prime on any side, the we have to put the intervals symmetric around n 2 and we get Theorem 9.5 (Next prime symmetric around n 2 ).
∀n > 3, ∃p ∈ n 2 ± (n − 2) (9.5)
Proof. For n ≥ 11 this follows directly from 9.2, for 3 < n < 11 this is easily verified manually (see the attached R-code).
Now we transfer the theorem from the n 2 -scale to the n-scale, i.e. we aim for an interval n ± √ n. Here we must take care that no prime not considered in P can kill in the interval constructed using P . This requires some rounding-up of √ n, however rounding-up from √ n+0.5 and with factor 2 in equation 8.6 it is sufficient to round to the nearest integer:
In section 3 we have investigated a certain attack on our twin prime proof making use of the fact that we could not (so far) prove that each hydra recursion yields a pair of twin primes. We have argued that such a requirement actually asks for more than a mere proof of twin prime infinity, that it is actually more related to a twin prime version of Legendre's conjecture. Consequently we have conjectured the twin recursion conjecture 4.1 and turned attention to Legendre's conjecture as the easier of the two. We ranked three related conjectures (Andrica's, Legendre's and our prime regulation conjecture) and followed the idea of self-regulation of prime density into considering pseudo-probabilities and degrees of freedom and then constraints in the hydra-and gap-structure. By relaxing the requirement that primes be aligned at zero we arrived at a definition of waves, and for (natural) sets of waves with periods of primes we presented algorithm 8.1 that solves an integer optimization problem: it guarantees the greatest possible gap length achievable with such set of waves (theorem 8.5) which we luckily could prove by induction. Therefore with less degrees of freedom in the primes it followed that this upper bound also applies to a set of primes with identical periods (theorem 8.6 and equation 8.5). Equipped with this upper bound of g(P ) ≤ 2p − 5 on gap size it became straightforward to prove a couple of theorems including Legendre's conjecture (9.1), Andrica's conjecture and even that for each n there exists a prime within n ± ( √ n − 1).
A crucial building block of our proof was Bertrand's postulate:
Theorem 10.1 (Bertrand's postulate).
∀n > 1, ∃p : n <p < 2n (10.1) ∀n > 3, ∃p : n <p < 2n − 2 (10.2) and necessarily the stricter second version 10.2. It is fascinating that Bertrand's postulate allowed to derive a much stricter bound above n 2 in which we definitely find a prime: Bertrand's postulate guarantees here a prime only in ]n 2 , 2n 2 − 2[ while Legendre's theorem now guarantees a prime in ]n 2 , n 2 + (2n + 1)[ and theorem 9.3 even in ]n 2 , n 2 + (2n − 5)]. This is as if -for the price of almost doubling interval width from g = n − 4 to 2n − 5 -we got the freedom to shift the interval additively upwards instead of multiplicatively stretching it (theorem 9.2). The most astonishing for us is that it was possible to obtain an exact solution to a complex integer optimization problem involving primes (theorem 8.5) and that the bound in equation 8.6 applies for numbers as small as 11.
